
Left Hand Piano Styles & Patterns

Single Notes,
Blocked
Chords

Alberti Bass

NB: Before using this guide, please refer to my notes at TopMusic.Co/patterns

The simplest LH pattern is 
just single notes orchords. 
This is a great way for 
students to begin.

Gives instant classical
feeling. Eat your heart
out, Mozart!

Eg. Single notes in the left hand held 
for full bar, playing notes on each 
quarter note pulse, etc.

Style / Groove Uses / Feel Main Pattern

Simple Variations

Main Pattern

Main Pattern

Simple Variations

R-5-8
(Root-5-
octave) 

the ‘Pop’ 
Pattern

Used in just about all
film, pop, ballad
arrangements. The
simplest LH pattern for
modern music.

Simple Variations

https://topmusic.co/patterns



Arpeggios
Easy to understand, full
sounding, flowing. Musical 
arpeggio practice!

R-5-8
(Root-5-
octave) 

the ‘Pop’ 
Pattern

Used in just about all
film, pop, ballad
arrangements. The
simplest LH pattern for
modern music.

Ragtime/
Stride

The stride bass can be a
little more challenging
due to the leaps involved. 
It gives a very clear 
“Ragtime” piano style.
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And here’s one in a ‘Chopin’ Style:

Simple Variations



Ragtime/
Stride

The stride bass can be a
little more challenging
due to the leaps involved. 
It gives a very clear 
“Ragtime” piano style.

Walking
Bass

One of the most
common jazz swing
styles, nothing instantly
says “jazz” like a
walking bass.

I’ve also included some
gospel-style chromatic
walking bass lines as
this is a another use of
walking bass.

Remember to play these
down nice and low for
best effect!

Main Pattern

Simple Variations

Style / Groove Uses / Feel Simple Variations

Gospel Walk:

Syncopated
Patterns

Many of the previous
patterns can be slightly
altered to give a
syncopated feel. Here
are a few examples.

Main Pattern



Latin 
Patterns

There are many forms
of latin rhythm but the
tango is the pattern that
will come up more than
any other in piano
music that students will
be learning.

Rock
The rock feel is very
straight and driving and
often uses a lot of
octaves.

Main Pattern

Main Pattern

Style / Groove Uses / Feel Simple Variations

Simple Variations

Syncopated
Patterns

Many of the previous
patterns can be slightly
altered to give a
syncopated feel. Here
are a few examples.

Off-beat:

Tango:



Style / Groove Uses / Feel Main Pattern

Simple Variations

Rock

It’s most often
combined with RH
chords to produce astrong 
sound.
Sometimes called
“Octave Hammering”
(not a term I’m a huge
fan of!).

Here’s what these are like with RH chords:



Style / Groove Uses / Feel Main Pattern

Boogie and 
Blues

Simple Variations

Blues (swing)

Swing patterns:

Blues “shuffle”

Straight:

Boogie (often straight):

These patterns can be
either straight or swung
depending on the
context. Blues and
boogie uses lots of 5ths
and 6ths and octaves.
Most students love the
Boogie style in the next
column with the octaves
at the start and finish! A
great show-off pattern!

Interested to teach this
in the context of the 12
Bar Blues? Just head to
TopMusic.Co/blues
for videos and full
lesson plan downloads.

ttps://topmusic.co/blues
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